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then vs than what s the difference merriam webster

Mar 28 2024

when to use than than for comparisons is the word to choose in phrases like smaller than bolder than and easier said than done and it s the word that follows
other rather less and more

then vs than what s the difference dictionary com

Feb 27 2024

then and than are homophones that sound alike but have different meanings then can function as an adjective adverb or noun and indicates time or
consequence than is a conjunction or preposition used to indicate comparison then and than are among the 100 most frequently used words in the english
language

than vs then what s the difference grammarly

Jan 26 2024

than vs then what s the difference shundalyn allen updated on june 20 2023 grammar two acquaintances who share many of the same features may be difficult
to distinguish from one another how can you tell them apart one way is to get to know them better

then vs than what s the difference writing explained

Dec 25 2023

than is a conjunction that is used for making comparisons between elements objects people etc he is taller than i am she can run faster than i can your meal
looks better than mine does coca cola is better than pepsi
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then vs than when to use each with examples grammarist

Nov 24 2023

the correct term is rather than since rather is used to show preference in a specific matter for instance you might know someone who wants wine rather than
a martini is it other than or other then other than is the appropriate phrase as it means apart from or except is it better than or better then

word usage better then vs better than english language

Oct 23 2023

at that time at the time in question after that next afterwards where neither fits as far as i can see perhaps 1 is it completely wrong to use then in this context
edit look in the dictionary ok accept that but have a look at for example cambridge example adverb then

then vs than difference examples espresso english

Sep 22 2023

it is easier said than done i would rather take the bus than drive in heavy traffic we can express our preferences with i would rather or i d rather as in the first
and last examples even more example sentences with than he is taller than his younger sister then grammar examples then is used in several ways 1

cracking the code the smart way to use then vs than

Aug 21 2023

is it better than or better then better than is correct when comparing two things then relates to time so use better than to indicate a preference or superior
option in comparisons is it more than or then more than is correct for comparisons indicating a greater amount or degree
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than vs then how to choose the right word thoughtco

Jul 20 2023

how to use then the adverb then means at that time in that case or next as in he laughed and then he cried this use of then orders events in terms of time a
similar use of then when placing events in order might be i first went to the store and then i got gas read more

easier said than done cambridge english dictionary

Jun 19 2023

idiom informal add to word list c1 said when something seems like a good idea but would be difficult to do why don t you just ask simon to pay that s easier
said than done thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples not easy to deal with or understand difficult it s very difficult to find a job in this city

than vs then it s easier than you think elite editing

May 18 2023

what a difference one letter can make than and then look and sound almost exactly the same so it s easy to get them confused however even though they look
similar they have very different meanings and uses are you ready to have the than vs then question settled once and for all all right then let s get started here
are the basics

34 common easy idioms and as easy as sayings

Apr 17 2023

we ll begin with some idioms that feature the word easy plus some common easy as phrases then we have some easy idioms that refer to something being
effortless without actually using the word easy we have all bases covered here including helpful definitions and example sentences
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is it better than or better then scribbr

Mar 16 2023

is it better than or better then then and than are two commonly confused words in the context of better than you use than with an a julie is better than jesse i
d rather spend my time with you than with him

easier or more easy english language thoughts

Feb 15 2023

easier or more easy june 1 2020 3 comments until recently i would probably have told you that easier is the only correct version now though i m not sure it s
quite so simple i wrote about comparative forms of adjectives before but to recap the rules in english are pretty simple

easier than ever english examples in context ludwig

Jan 14 2023

1 the new york times sports heroin is easier than ever to find 2 the new york times this is easier than ever these days 3 the guardian tech it s easier than ever
to move around 4 the guardian opinion it s certainly easier than ever to get there too 5 independent being fitted for golf clubs is easier than ever 6

easy synonyms 218 similar and opposite words merriam

Dec 13 2022

definition of easy 1 as in simple involving minimal difficulty or effort a minor problem with an easy solution synonyms similar words relevance simple smooth
cheap ready quick straightforward effortless painless soft snap facile fluent light
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examples of easier in a sentence yourdictionary com

Nov 12 2022

easier synonyms sentences this would be a lot easier on my atv 113 45 it ll be easier that way 92 41 it was a whole lot easier when i was back on the job 65 38 i
hope it gets easier 36 9 as a human she d be much easier to render dead dead 52 36 it s easier to simply fix something at home 20 12

271 synonyms antonyms for easier thesaurus com

Oct 11 2022

adjective as in tolerant permissive compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches flexible soft weak matches

better than or better then which is correct examples

Sep 10 2022

better than is a conjunction used in comparisons meaning one thing is better than another better then is an adverbial phrase used to say something was better at
another time the use of better than and better then is not interchangeable the phrases aren t synonyms
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